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‘I learned so many new strategies that will help me
in all aspects of my business! Emails, social media,
sales pages—all the things! I just loved that it
addressed so many different aspects of a business
in such a practical and USABLE way!’

- ANDREA DAVIS



The Client
ANDREA DAVIS

. .

Andrea Davis is a former secondary ed teacher turned

screen-time-navigator. She is the founder of Better Screen

Time where she shares family-tested ideas from the (tech)

trenches as a mom of five. She is on a mission to help

parents worry less about tech, and connect more with their

kids. Andrea and her husband, Tyler, live in beautiful

Hood River, Oregon where they love spending time

outdoors as a family. 
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The Challenge. .

She wanted to reach more people with her message, to help parents worry less

and connect more with their kids. Selling was a natural part of helping people.

But it felt a bit sticky and frustrating at times because it didn’t feel fun to sell. 

As an entrepreneur without a team, she often felt like she was muddling her

way through a lot of it alone. A mum of five kids, Andrea was also perpetually

busy, trying to balance family life with running her business. 

She liked to write, but she soon realized once she sat down that crafting a

message that not only sounded good but was persuasive was another skill set

entirely. 

Andrea knew she could not afford a launch copywriter so DIYing was her best

(and only) option. But she wanted to learn from someone who had deep and

expansive knowledge in how to launch and sell courses with integrity.
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Like many course creators, Andrea knew how to create an online
course and she knew how to teach. But marketing and selling her
course felt like a struggle. 



The Solution. .

Content Bistro came recommended to her by Pat Flynn of Smart Passive
Income. Throughout Ready to Sell, Andrea discovered that having two experts
— Prerna and Mayank Malik — guide her through the creation of her launch
and sales strategy galvanised her confidence in her offer. 

Prerna and Mayank came together as a team on their 2:1 call to actively listen,
help her puzzle through and solve her biggest challenges with her sales
strategy. Prerna came up with fresh ideas that made the value proposition at
the heart of Andrea’s course clear, compelling and profitable. 

During the 15-week Ready to Sell experience, Andrea gained new insights into
writing launch copy and creating a purposeful eCourse system that makes
launching simpler and stress-free, whether she chose to launch live, evergreen
or with a hybrid of the two. 
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Andrea decided to invest in Ready to Sell so she could create a step
by step plan to sell her course with ease and intentionality — with
expert guidance from a seven-figure launch strategist and
copywriter.

Andrea also appreciated how much support she received during the program,
from the helpful Facebook group to the weekly group coaching calls and the
insights she gained from guest experts.

‘There's a lot of different pieces to this puzzle of selling something. And

there's people that teach launch strategies, but there's no one that

really teaches you how it all comes together, and that's what was so

brilliant about Ready-to-Sell. It shows you how to build an eCourse

system purposefully, so that it's actually leading people to your course.’



The Results. .

Andrea now feels clarity in her message, her sales strategy and what she needs

to do to make her future launches successful. 

 Ready to Sell helped her see launching not just as a way to make money and

get more customers, but to look at different parts of her business holistically as

a whole package, so she could not only sell more but help more people. 

She now knows how to speak to her audience and give them what they need. 

‘I finally have clarity on what it is I *actually* do for people. Up until now, it
all felt somewhat random. Now I get it. And so does my audience.’
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‘I feel like I have so much more clarity about what I need to do
moving forward. And not only what I need to do, but how to do it
better. Ready to Sell gave me the tools I need to confidently share

about my course and help more people!’ 

- ANDREA DAVIS

She loves knowing that each time she needs to work on something for her

course, she can return to Ready to Sell for the answers. She has Ready to Sell

bookmarked and consistently returns to it, which she seldom does for other

programs she has purchased. 

According to Andrea, Ready to Sell is an investment that ‘keeps giving back’.



 YES, I’M REVENUE-READY
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Our enquiry form takes just 3 minutes to
complete. We timed it ;)

Want to build momentum for your
growth on your own terms?

https://contentbistro.com/readytosell/
https://contentbistro.com/readytosell/
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